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Breast Cancer Action Quebec advocates for breast cancer prevention and the elimination of
environmental toxins linked to the disease. We work to empower people to make the societal
changes needed to stop the disease before it starts.

Mission:

July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019
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REPORT OF THE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
 
 
 
 

 

Nancy Guberman,

President, Breast Cancer Action Quebec

September 25, 2019

2018-19 has been an active year for your Board of

Directors. In order to fulfill our mandate, we have

established seven working committees, the majority

of which have been quite busy. In its role of

supporting the team, the Communications

Committee provided strategic advice on the

positioning and promotion of two projects: the

Canadian Environmental Protection Act and the

training program for girls and young women

entitled "Become an Environmental Leader for Your

Community".  In terms of communication tools, one

of our main vehicles for disseminating information is

the website. Its continuous improvement is therefore

always important and the menu has been

reorganized as well as the home page. Work to

improve the site will continue in 2019-2020. This

year, the committee will also explore the

organization's presence on Instagram based on a

proposed set of guidelines already developed.

 

The Special Events Committee held its second

annual Zumbathon in April. All funds raised were

used to support our efforts to provide environmental

health and leadership training for young girls so they

can become the environmental leaders of tomorrow!

A total of  $5 000 was raised through ticket sales and

team members who raised funds. 

This represents a substantial increase over the funds 

 raised at our first event held in 2018.

 

We are planning a third annual Zumbathon for spring

2020 and hope to achieve an even more ambitious

fundraising goal!

 

For its part, the Human Resources Committee

continued to fulfill its mandates and responsibilities

regarding the evaluation of the team of workers,

compensation and salary adjustments, while ensuring,

throughout the year, the well-being of the team and

the support of all employees. This committee also

ensured that a balance was maintained between the

mandates and deliverables of the various positions

and the working hours of the team members. We

wanted to ensure that our organization could fulfill its

mission and strategic objectives while motivating

employees and thus contributing to their retention.

Proposals from the committee are ratified , including

such proposals as workers' evaluations, 

 improvements in working conditions or the nature of

the events to be organized.

 

With our campaign around the Canadian

Environmental Protection Act, two Board members

closely followed the implementation of our Activists'

Toolkit and the development of our election strategy

by being on the CEPA Campaign Working

Committee. Board members were also involved in

working with women of diversity and facilitating our

educational workshops (PACT and Beast of Beauty)
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Another fundamental role of the Board is to ensure that

our financial situation remains stable. At each of our

meetings we take a close look at the state of finances

and funding opportunities. We made a difficult

decision to refuse an Environment Canada grant for

which we applied because the response came very

late and the conditions of the realization of the project

would have taken so much energy from the team that it

would have had a negative impact on all the other

projects and activities to be done in the spring. The

issue of stable and recurring funding remains a priority

for the Board, although we were not able to work on all

the elements of our strategy this year.

 

This year we welcomed two new members who are

integrating the Board despite major demands in their

lives (childbirth and demanding work). At the same

time, we are faced with the imminent and mandatory

departure of the president, vice-president and officers

of the communications committee, as they are

completing their second three-year term, which is the

maximum possible under our by-laws and regulations.

Unfortunately, a succession in these positions is not

obvious in the short term. We looked at this situation as

a whole. We recalled that this rule was put in place to

ensure a democratic rotation of Board members.

However, in fact, our Board of Directors has a fairly

diversified composition (3 former members, 3 in the

process of holding a second term and three in their first

term). We felt that given the time it takes to integrate

into the Board and to begin to feel comfortable taking

on a position such as the Chair and given the current

composition of the Board, it would be appropriate to

amend our by-laws and regulations to allow Board

members 3 3-year terms. But we also note the work to

be done to prepare the succession and will look at the

possibility of appointing a co-chair. On another note,

this year, Leila Marshy is leaving us as a member of the

Board and we thank her for her creative and dynamic

contribution to our work.

 Once again this year, the team of workers has done a

remarkable job. We cannot overemphasize the

constancy, dedication, creativity and team spirit of each

person. And, on your behalf, we thank them sincerely.

We also want to recognize the often invisible work of our

volunteers.

 

For the year 2019-20, the Board and the team will focus

their energies on: 

 

 Continue and expand our educational activities on

breast cancer and related issues 

 

2.   Maintain our role as a "leader" in environmental

health and intensify networking

 

3.  Make the necessary efforts to increase our stable and

recurring revenues  

 

4.  Strengthen our relationships with our members and

donors

1.
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COMMITTEES 2018-2019

CEPA Mobilization Committee

Diane Norman

Lise Parent

Sabrina Leclerc

Anais Guzman-Perrier

Muzghan Haydary

Nancy Guberman

Patricia Kearns

Viorica Lorcencova

Jennifer Beeman

 

Committee for Breast Cancer and

Immigrant and Racialized Women’s

Program

Maria Anney

Nancy Guberman

Jennifer Beeman

Patricia Kearns

 

Special Events Committee

Nancy Guberman

Elizabeth Lallemand

 

Communications Committee

Deborah Bonney

Lise Parent

Maria Anney

Elizabeth Lallemand

Patricia Kearns

Louise Gauvreau

Leila Marshy

Board of Directors

Nancy Guberman, President

Lise Parent, Vice President

Elizabeth Lallemand, Treasurer-Secretary

Deborah Bonney

Maria Anney

Leila Marshy

Bintou Diallo

Natasha Harvey

Jennifer Beeman, E.D.

 

Funding Committee

Nancy Guberman

Lise Parent

Jennifer Beeman

 

 

Human Resources Committee

Nancy Guberman

Maria Anney

Jennifer Beeman

 

Staff and Interns

Jennifer Beeman, Executive Director

Patricia Kearns, Research and Networking

Advisor

Viorica Lorcencova, Administrator

Marie Nikette Lorméus, Project Coordinator

Anais Guzman-Perrier, Social Work, Université de

Montréal
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INTRODUCTION
Without a doubt, Breast Cancer Action Quebec had another great year in 2018-2019. We

participated in a remarkable number of conferences and other public events, gave many

workshops and even got some good media coverage on important issues. As well, we have

been developing new partnerships with different institutional actors and have been

particularly active with women’s groups in Quebec and our environmental and health

group allies across Canada.

 

Our new institutional partners include the Institut de santé et société of UQAM and the new

Gender, Health and Environment Collaboration,  and we gave two conferences at

Concordia’s Summer Institute. Our partnerships with our English Canada allies Woman and

Healthy Environments (WHEN) and Environmental Defence,  are as strong as ever. And new

collaborations were developed on issues such as pharmaceutical funding of patient

advocacy groups and a national medicare program. Add to that an important new funder

with the Dragonfly Fund of Tides Canada and new, unexpected donors such as Speed

Rack, and you can see that the year was exceptional.

A wider spectrum of funding meant that we were

able to hire a new team member. In March 2019,

we were delighted to add Marie Nikette Lorméus

to the team. 

Nikette held a variety of positions in her native

Haïti were she worked for many years with the

United Nations. She comes to us with excellent

experience on election mobilization, working on

leadership with young women and girls as well

as having experience in program evaluation.

She quickly became an invaluable colleague

and has moved from a contract to a permanent

position as projects coordinator at BCAQ.

Marie -Nikette  Lorméus
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BCAQc has always been particularly lucky when it

come to our interns, and this year was no exception.

We had the pleasure of welcoming Anaïs Guzman-

Perrier who was interested in our mobilization work

for CEPA reform.

 

She integrated well into the team as well as working

closely with Nancy Guberman. And she also made

major contributions to the CEPA Toolkit, For Effective

Citizen Participation, Elections 2019. She was such a

pleasure to work with, we were very sorry when her

time came to an end. But we wish her all the best in

her career.

While the team is central to day to day operations, BCAQc would never be able to do all it

does without the remarkable volunteers, allies and supporters who contribute in so many

ways. All these people in addition to our very active board members are essential to our

success. To all of us, a big congratulations for establishing Breast Cancer Action Quebec as

the unique, important and increasingly visible feminist environmental health group that it is.

Anaïs  Guzman -Perrier
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BREAST CANCER PREVENTION AND EDUCATION
Our breast cancer education work took many forms this year. We developed new

presentations and continued with previous programs. Breast cancer prevention and education

forms the starting point of all of our work.

Breast Cancer and Plastics

At our AGM, director Jennifer Beeman presented a conference on Plastics and Breast Cancer.

This presentation showed the economic links between plastic production and oil and gaz

corporations, as well as the toxic and endocrine disrupting effects of the plastifying chemicals

used and that are released into the environment, food, liquids and our bodies.

Jennifer gave a more

extensive version of this

presentation in November at a

lunch time conference at the

Institut Santé et société at

UQAM along with Toxicology

doctoral student, Belindu

Crobodu, who presented the

toxicological and biological

links between breast cancer

and EDCs found in plastics.

Jennifer and Belinda both

agreed that the presentations

were highly complementary

and that they would like to

repeat the event.

A video of these presentations is available on UQAM’s Youtube station.
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Everything You Always Wanted to Know about
Breast Cancer but were Afraid to Ask
Our October Event united three different professionals to answer questions from the audience

on « Everything You’ve Always Wanted to Know about Breast Cancer but were Afraid to Ask.”

Over 50 people came to the Maison du développement durable to ask  their questions to our

specialists on treatments, financial impacts and sexuality relating to breast cancer.

The event was moderated by Johanne Saint-Charles, Professor in

the Department of Social Communications, UQAM and Director of

the Institut Santé et société de l’UQAM.

Our specialists were:

Dr Tarek Hijal, radiation oncologist and Director of the

Division of Radiation Oncology at the MUHC,

presenting the latest news on treating breast cancer; 

 

 

 

Linda Wyngaert, Senior Investment Advisor and

Certified Financial Planner, on the financial impact of

breast cancer and

 

 

 

Geneviève Labelle, Sexologist and Psychotherapist,

on effects of breast cancer on a woman’s sense of her

body and sexuality. 
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Questions on treatment definitely dominated the evening, but important exchanges were had

on the other topics as well. The participants clearly appreciated the chance to ask their

questions in an open, supportive environment.

A podcast of this event is available on our website: 

acsqc.ca/files/25novembre2018conferencemp3

Radio Noon interview
On the afternoon prior to the October

Event, Dr. Tarek Hijal and Jennifer

Beeman were invited to Radio Noon to

talk about their work and answer

questions from listeners. All agreed it

was a particularly rich and interesting

exchange. You can hear the interview

here.

http://acsqc.ca/files/25novembre2018conferencemp3
http://acsqc.ca/files/25novembre2018conferencemp3
https://www.cbc.ca/listen/live-radio/1-102-radio-noon-montreal/clip/15619536-breast-cancer-awareness
https://www.cbc.ca/listen/live-radio/1-102-radio-noon-montreal/clip/15619536-breast-cancer-awareness
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Research has shown that for women who come to

Canada from countries with low incidences of

breast cancer, their risk of breast cancer rises to

the same level as Canadian-born women within 10

years of their living in Canada. However, they

often know little about the disease. In addition,

according to research, Black women face different

risks than white women regarding breast cancer.

For these reasons, we developed our Breast

Cancer Education Program for Women of Diverse

Origins.

As part of this program, in

June 2018, we filmed four

short videos outlining the

main information that

women unfamiliar with

breast cancer need to know.

The videos are in French,

English, Spanish and Arabic

and are on our website.

Breast Cancer Education for Women of Diverse
Origins

The  videos are in French, English, Spanish, Arabic and Russian

and are on our website.

We also offered our Breast Cancer Education Workshop to language

classes at Wagar Adult Education Centre. The groups were quite

large in some cases with over 60 students. 

In addition, they were mixed groups. We found the mixed groups to be very interesting. Our program

works to give clear information and demystify the disease. We talk about it straight-forward,

unembarrassed terms. When in a mixed group, we find that the men are as interested as the women.

The women seem to participate actively and not hesitate to ask their questions despite the presence of

men. We found a range of benefits to giving the progam to these groups and this is a partnership we

are very interested pursuing this year.
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ON-GOING PROGRAMS

Working for better control of toxic substances linked to breast cancer and other diseases is one of our

core issues at BCAQ. Toxic substances are regulated first and foremost under Section V of the

Canadian Environmental Protection Act. The law as it currently stands has many weaknesses, but in

2017 the House of Commons Committee on the Environment and Sustainable Development

undertook an in-depth study of the Act and put forward a comprehensive reform that earned the

support of scientists as well as health and environmental groups across Canada.

Toxics Education and Reform of the
Canadian Environmental Protection Act

BCAQc was very fortunate to receive funding from the Dragonfly

Fund of Tides Canada to develop a project that builds on the

mobilization for CEPA reform that we have started the previous year.

This program aimed to give all the groups that signed our Declaration for CEPA reform as well as the

network of women’s groups across Quebec a toolkit with ideas of how to let candidates in the Federal

Election know that citizens know we have a problem with ubiquitous toxic substances and we want

CEPA reformed.

In May 2019, we launched our Citizens’ Toolkit for

Effective Participation, Federal Elections 2019. The

Toolkit, which received excellent reviews from our

partners and allies, offers a range of means by which

citizens can advocate for improved regulations and

participate in electoral debates and discussions,

alone or with others in their ridings. The second

phase of this project is to intensify our messaging

and actions on CEPA reform during the current

election period.

 

CEPA reform is an ongoing program for BCAQ, and

we anticipate continuing to mobilize with groups in

Quebec after the elections.
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Our PACT workshop is the backbone of our toxics and

health education and an integral part of our work. We

are tremendously fortunate to count on the tireless

commitment of Nancy Guberman for offering this

workshop and training interns and volunteers to give

it as well. PACT was given to 11 groups with an

average of 15 participants.

Prevention and Action Against Cancer and
Toxicants (PACT) Workshop

In June 2019, our colleagues at

Environmental Defence initiated a

campaign to push major retailers to

remove BPA from thermal receipt paper.

 Environmental Defence asked us to be

partners along with the TUAC union

which is the largest union in the retail

sector and the group, Mind the Store.

Ending BPA in Receipts Campaign

Environmental Defence organized a petition as well as a public media campaign to explain that the

BPA used in thermal paper was transferred to people’s hands and that this constitutes a source of BPA

contamination for our bodies. This is of particular concern given the number of young women who

work as cashiers. The campaign was quite successful in the media, and Jennifer gave interviews to

nine CBC homerun shows across Canada on the topic in one day. In the interviews, we were able to

explain our concerns about BPA as an important endocrine disruptor in relation to breast cancer and

other health problems and the need for stronger regulations through CEPA. We are planning on

undertaking a similar campaign in Quebec later this fall.
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A group of graduate students in toxicology at

UQAM organized a day devoted to the issue

of how to communicate the notion of risk

with the general public. We were invited to a

participate on a panel with prominent

scientists from Quebec to discuss our work.

The debate among panelists was lively and

many of the graduate students of Toxen are

interested in the political issues around toxic

substance exposures, making the day an

important event for these issues. 

Communicating Risks at the Toxen Conference

We were very happy to get to know this

group of young scientists and hope to

continue to collaborate with them in the

future.
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After four years of offering our environmental health program in schools of the English Montreal

School Board, we decided that we wanted to reorient this program to work in partnership with other

community groups working with girls. We were looking to include a girls’ leadership component into

the program in addition to working with girls while they carried out environmental health initiatives in

their communities. We also were looking to translate the program and offer it in both French and

English. We were very pleased to receive funding from two steady funders for this work, the Betty

Averbach Foundation and the Fondation Solstice.

Our Youth Program

In 2018, we worked with Relais-Femmes to submit a funding

proposal to the Autorité des marchés financiers for a project that

would teach people about the financial impact of a serious illness

and what they need to be aware of to protect themselves. In the

winter of 2019, Relais-femmes received the funding and Breast

Cancer Action Quebec will coordinate the project. Jennifer is

officially coordinating the project and is undertaking the work with

Nancy Guberman.

Team members Patricia Kearns and Marie

Nikette Lorméus worked closely starting in the

Spring of 2019 to rework and translate all the

content. Their work continued over the summer.

They reached out to wide range of groups and

got very positive reactions and offers of

partnerships. Unfortunately, several of the

workshops that we have scheduled fell through

due to low registration. We are working with

interested groups to see where the issues lie

and how we can adjust our format for it to attract

more girls.  We will continue with this work in

2019-2020.

Financial Impact of a Serious Illness
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We are working in partnership with Relais-Femmes, the ACEF Rive sud, the Conseil d’intervention

pour l’accès des femmes au travail and the Regroupement des aidants naturels du Québec. The

project will involve creating a website in both French and English that individuals can consult to

evaluate their financial vulnerablity and what they can do as well as information on what they need to

be aware of financially if they have just received a serious diagnosis. We are working with the

communications company, PHIL, for the website and design elements of the project. The bulk of the

content for the project will be developed this year with a launch of the website planned for the fall of

2020.

Major media outlets including the Globe and Mail, the

CBC and Radio-Canada all ran major investigative

reports looking at different issues involving

pharmaceutical funding of patient advocacy groups.

The reason for the interest is that major reforms

concerning the controling the cost of prescription drugs

are being examined and “patient advocacy” groups that

receive funding from pharmaceutical corporations

interestingly adopt exactly the same position as those

companies and their lobby groups. 

This past year saw us take public positions on issues that we have always been concerned about but

have not been active on in recent years.

Advocacy on the Impacts of Pharmaceutical
Funding of Patient Advocacy Groups

ADVOCACY

These “patient advocacy” groups participate actively in public policy debates without having to reveal

their funding. Literally hundreds of millions of dollars are at stake with the reforms being proposed. 
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Radio-Canada in particular ran a series of in-depth

reports for which Jennifer was interviewed as a

representative of a patient advocacy group that does

not accept funding from pharmaceutical corporations.

Parts of her interview were used for the show 24/60 as

well as radio reports and print articles.

Controlling the Cost of Prescription Drugs and
for a National Pharmacare Program
A related issue on which we intervened publicly was

the modernization of the Pricing Review Process

Guidelines of the Patented Medicines Prices Review

Board (PMPRB). The PMPRB is an important agency for

determine the ceiling price Canadians pay for

patented drugs, but the guidelines for determining

those prices were problematic and out of date. 

Independent researchers agreed that the reforms proposed by the government were an important

starting point for getting drug prices in Canada under control. The reforms were highly contested by

pharmaceutical corporations, their lobbyists and the patient advocacy groups they fund. BCAQc asked

women’s groups that are concerned with health issues to join us in showing our support of these reforms

with a joint letter of support to the health minister. The efforts to get this reform passed were successful

and in June 2019 we released press releases congratulating the government on moving forward with

this important issue.

A National Pharmacare Program
It is clear to us that Canada needs a national pharmacare program to ensure access to affordable

prescription drugs to all Canadians. The Quebec private-public system of prescription drug insurance is

one of the most costly in Canada and not considered a good model by independent researchers. We will

continue to advocate strongly for the integration of pharmacare into our national public healthcare

system.
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New Coalition on Obstetrical and Gynocological
Violence
The Quebec association, the Regroupement Naissance

Renaissance has been working for many years on the issue of

obstetrical violence. 

Building on the fun and success of our first

zumbathon, we repeated the event and added a

layer to the fundraising by supporting participants

in reaching out to their networks to raise money.

With much sweat and laughter, we raised over

$5,000 thanks to the work of our Events

Committee members Elizabeth Lallemand and

Nancy Guberman.

This year, they enlarged their work to include gynocological violence and brought together a range

of groups to examine how the issue of violence in healthcare played out in their respective fields.

Patricia Kearns represented us in this coalition. We see violence in breast cancer, among other times,

when women’s express wishes are not respected, particularly regarding their decisions concerning

surgery. The Coalition received a lot a media coverage and the work will continue this year.

FUNDRAISING
Our 2nd Annual Zumbathon!
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Speed Rack
In the Spring, we received an unexpected offer of a donation from women bar tenders involved with

the event Speed Rack. Speed Rack is a nation-wide competition of women bartenders who compete

to create the best drinks in the fastest time. The events raise awareness of the issues, incuding health

issues, women bartenders face as well as raising money for breast cancer organizations. Speed Rack

deliberately chooses to give the money to independent breast cancer organizations and we were

chosen to receive the proceeds from the national event held in Montreal this spring. According to

organizers, the event in Montreal didn’t go as planned, but we were still happy to receive $1,700 from

the group.

The Girls Guides of Greenfield

Park held their annual walk for

breast cancer prevention in May.

This year, Patricia Kearns and

Viorica Lorcencova, along with

her daughter Ana, represented

Breast Cancer Action Quebec.

We were delighted that new

picket signs were made for us

and the girls had a lively

walk around their neighborhood.  

$500 was raised for BCAQ.

SPRING EVENTS

Girls Guides of Greenfield Park
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This event brings together other community groups in Greenfield Park, including the Ladies’ Auxiliary

and the Lyons Club of Greenfield Park who now both donate to BCAQ as well. We truly appreciate this

great community of dedicated groups.

Breast Cancer and Health Literacy at the AGM
of the CDEACF
Many organizations offer a public event in conjunction with their AGM and the Centre de

documentation de l’éducation aux adultes et à la condition féminine organized a conference on the

concept of Health Literacy. With our public education work on breast cancer prevention, we were

invited to give a presentation on how the concept is useful to our work and were able to present

our work on breast cancer education for women of diverse origins, among other things. The event

brought together representatives of many literacy groups who appreciated hearing Jennifer present

our understanding of health literacy and how it informs our work and many useful connections were

made.

 

In addition, Jennifer prepared a portfolio on women’s environmental health issues for the CDEACF

that was launched at the AGM. We are looking forward to collaborating with the CDEACF in future

work.
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The Simone de Beauvoir Institute of Concordia University holds a

summer institute for students and community members in which

they invite academics, researchers and diverse professionals to

present conferences on different themes. The theme of 2019 was

“Feminist Activism and the Health Industries”, a subect dear to our

hearts. Nancy was invited to present our work on toxics education

and Jennifer participated in a panel on cancer activism. Her

presentation was entitled, “Why does the environmental health

movement bother so many people?” It was a particularly rich

program this year and we were delighted to be part of it.

Simone de Beauvoir Summer Institute at
Concordia University

COMMUNICATIONS
An Exclusive Blog Story
This Spring, a woman named Nancy Riopel called looking for

information on the “active surveillance” approach to a DCIS

diagnosis. Nancy had been diagnosed through odd circumstances

when she had a breast reduction and the cells were tested for

breast cancer without her knowledge. 

A diagnosis of DCIS came back for the cells in her left

breast. Her plastic surgeon called her in to give her the

diagnosis and wanted to schedule her for a mastectomy

before she even had time to think  about what was 

 appening. We refered her to an oncology surgeon

whose work we knew and encouraged her to write

about her experience for us to let other women know of

all she learned from her important journey.
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Social Media
We are very active on social media, mostly Facebook which has over 1,500

followers on BCAQc's page and over 1,100 followers on FemmeToxic's

page. Our twitter feed mainly relays important news on BCAQc, or scientific

or political news. We have 690 followers on Twitter. A total of 17 663

impressions on Twitter were earned during this year.

 

We plan to add an Instagram account in the coming year to increase our

reach to Instagram community. Our Communications Committee is in the

process of analyzing the content approach we want to take for this platform

before we launch the Instagram account.

Electronic Bulletins
We have close to 800 subscribers who receive our electronic bulletins

approximately 2-3 times a month. We send information on breast cancer

news and environmental issues, share updates on our programs and

activities, invite people to our events. This year we sent 48 e-bulletins in

English and French.

We  send letters by mail to our members and supporters who have not

demanded to be sent communications by email only. This year our

members and donors received 2 communications by mail, in September

and December 2018. Each mailing consisted of over 320 receivers.

Letters in the Mail

Her four-part story become one of the most widely-read series we have posted in many years. We

thank Nancy for her clarity and honesty in sharing her important story.
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Special Rapporteur from the UN on toxics in
Canada
In May, a special rapporteur from the UN was investigating the issue of toxic exposures in

Canada and was seeking submisisons from groups active on these questions. BCAQc

submitted a dossier based on our work on women and toxic exposures to Baskut Tuncak, the

special rapporteur. Our submission was the only one to highlight the differential impact of

toxic substances on women.
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OUR YEAR IN NUMBERS

Prevention and Action
Against Cancer and
Toxicants PART 1

(Chemical Detective)

14910

Name of presentation    Number of Participants     Number of workshops      

3 36

Beast of Beauty 1 8

Prevention and Action
Against Cancer and
Toxicants PART 2
(Collective Action)

   Total Number of
Participants

Total number
of workshops

15 263

Presentations
List of groups the workshops

was offered to:

Centre des femmes d'ici et d'ailleurs
 

Wagar Adult Education Centre
(English Montreal School Board)

 
Carrefour d'éducation populaire de
Pointe-Saint-Charles

 
Madame Prend congé

 
Le Centre de Femmes l'Autonomie en
soiE

 
Centre de femmes Liber’Elles

 
Centre des femmes de Laval

 
Entre’elles

 
Simone de Beauvoir Institute

 
Maison de retraite Sélection
Veudreuil

 
La Maison Parent-Roback

 Breast Cancer Education
for Women of Diverse

Origins 1 60
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2

Women’s Healthy Environments Network and Breast Cancer Action
Quebec Women’s health groups demand better action on toxic pollution
following damning Auditor General report
October 3, 2018
 
Everything You Always Wanted to Know about Breast Cancer but Were
Afraid to Ask
October 3, 2018

228

Press releases

34 volunteers 206 members
approx

3 400 volunteers
hours contributed

more than
450 donors

Communications

228

2 communications
by mail

48 electronic
bulletins

763 subscribers
on our email list

2 600 followers
on Facebook

690 followers
on Twitter

 
17 663 impressions

Our extended family
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Canadian Women’s Environmental Health Network (WHEN)

Réseau d’action des femmes en santé et services sociaux (RAFSSS)

Regroupement intersectoriel des organismes communautaires de

Montréal (RIOCM)

Regroupement provincial des organismes et groupes d’entraide

communautaire en oncologie (RPOGECO)

Relais-Femmes

Réseau des femmes en environnement (RFE)

Réseau québécois d’action pour la santé des femmes (RQASF)

Table des groupes de femmes de Montréal

NETWORKING, PARTNERSHIPS AND AFFILIATIONS

Breast Cancer Action Quebec is a member
of the following organizations:

We also thank the following organizations for
their continued support and collaboration:
Canadian Environmental Law Association

Canadian Women’s Environmental Health Network

Centre de recherche interdisciplinaire sur le bien-être, la santé, la société et

l'environnement, CINBIOSE

David Suzuki Foundation 

Environmental Defence Canada

L’R des centres de femmes

Regroupement Naissance Renaissance (RNR)

Relais-femmes

Réseau des femmes en environnement

http://acsqc.ca/content/awareness-versus-prevention
http://acsqc.ca/content/awareness-versus-prevention
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Abe & Ruth Feigelson Foundation

United Way of Great Montreal

Concordia University, Simone de Beauvoir Institute

Fidelity Investments Canada ULC

Béati Foudation

General Mills

IBM Canada ECF (Employees' Charitable Fund)

Solstice Foundation

Club Lions Greenfield Park

McGill Students for Think Pink

Ministère de la Santé et des Services sociaux

Ministère de l'Emploi et de la Solidarité sociale

The Benevity Community Impact Fund

TIDES Canada Foundation

United Way Toronto & York Region

Université du Québec à Montréal

Ville de Montréal

Public  bodies  and  Pivate  Foundations

BCAQc  Sustaining  Donors  and  Supporters  

Susan Alper
David Alper
Phyllis Amber
Maria Anney
Avis Antel
Louise Archambault
Julian Babineau Burns
Carolyn Badger
Richard Beauchamp

Murielle Beaulieu
Hildegard Beck
Carol Bedford
Jennifer Beeman
Michelle Beeman
Laurene Bennett
Nancy Berlow
Cynthia Bernard
Thérèse Blais-Brouillette

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Our members, donors and volunteers make us the strong, independent voice that we

are and we thank you for allowing us to continue our work that you deem so important.

Our sincere gratitude goes to public bodies, private foundations and individuals who

have contributed to funding our organization. We are grateful to Pierre Arcand, MNA for

Mont-Royal and David Birnbaum, MNA for D'Arcy-McGee for their support through the

Volunteer Action Support Program.

Linda Boisclair
Robert Boivin
Deborah Bonney
Louise Bouchard
Josée Boudreault
Gillian Bowman
Raymond Boyce
Carolyn Bradner
Maychai Brown
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Jennifer Bruneau
Jean Bruneau
Natalie Bruneau
Clifford Burke
Cynthia Burke
Robert Burns
Alison Burns
Mary Burns
Ken Cameron
Joseph Caron
Caroline Caron
Naomi Charron
Heidi Chernoff
Marthe Cogné
Rosanne Cohen
Jocelyn Cooper
Jean Costanzo
Daintry Dallon
Ellen Davis
Isabelle Dawn Harrisson
Gordon DeGrandis
Annemarie Delaney
Mary Delaney
Bintou Diallo
Deena Dlusy-Apel
Fiona Downey
Mary Drennan
Anick Druelle
Pierre Druelle
Michèle Druelle-Clot
Stephanie Dunne
Jen Dunne
Ruth Dunsky
Daniell Elliot
Monique Elliott
Charles Elliott
Céline Elliott
Rena Entus
Peter Feldstein
Loretta Fennell-Julien
Joanne Finch
iane Foreman-Thomas
Danielle Fournier
Beatrice Freder
Shelley Freeman
Shari Friedman
Sheila Friedman

Nira Friedman
Sara Frisch
Mara Frost
Barbara Frost
Nathaly Gagnon
Anne Gagnon
John Galambos
Lionel Geller
Brydon Gombay
Ruth Gover
Nancy Guberman
Charles Guberman
Ariane Guberman-Caron
Nancy Haddad Infusini
Daniel Hadley
Mary Hagerman
Ilana Haller
Jane Harris
Natasha Harvey
Elizabeth Hayes
Norman Heimlich
MKarie Henrichon
Susan Hertzberg
Gabriella Hochmann
Michael Hollinger
Louise Houle
Liliane Hozer
Francine Hubert
Jennifer Innes
Ilsedore Jeremie
Marsha Kalb
Valerie Kara
Katherine Kasirer
Patricia Kearns
Vicki Kearns
Moira Keigher
Eileen Kersulis
Phyllis Kirk
Carol Kouri
Jeremy Kovac
Denise Labelle
udy Labow
Jasmine Laforce
Maureen Lafrenière
Elizabeth Lallemand
Lauren Lallemand
Elizabeth Lamb

Dianne Landry
Denise Langlois
Brenda Laow
Nina Laurencot
Margaret LeBrun
Carole Lebel
Annette Leibing
Aline Lemay
Tamara Levine
Tamara Levine
Marco Leyton
Barbara Linklater
Katherine Lippel
Lori Litvack
Viorica Lorcencova
Jennifer MacDonald
Moira MacDonald
Robert and Margo MacLean
Hélène Manseau
Willa Marcus
Allan Mardinger
Leila Marshy
Maria Mastracchio-Lafontaine
Andra McCartney
Bonnie McCool
Joan McCordick
Kevin McCormack
Frank McGilly
Lynn Mclauchlin
Alexandra Meikleham
Elizabeth Miller
Catherine Milne
Lucie Mongrain
Ken Monteith
Marie-Katherine Mourad
Susan Elizabeth Mullan
Valerie Mullins
Isabelle Narayana
Lou Nelson
Alexandria Nickson-

McKeaveney
Lorette Noble
ouise Normandeau
Patricia Ogura
Witchner Ormeus
Deborah Osmond
Manon Paquette
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Lise Parent
Édith Pariseau
Terrye Perlman
Linda Piano
Julianne Pidduck
Steve Pidduck
Meara Pidduck
Celia Pidduck
Phyllis Pinchuk
Catherine Poitras-Auger
Steven Prussin
Bernard Prévost
Judith Quinn
Genevieve Rail
Hanna René de Cotret

Megan Richards
Claire Richer
Catherine Rideout
Katherine Robb
Lynne Robson
David Rosentzveig
Wendy Rowland
Daphnee Roy
Glenn Rubenstein
Katie Russel
Thelma Savelson
Carol Secter
Lashanda Skerritt
Rylan Spencer
Judith Springett

Anne St-Cerny
Virginia Stikeman
Frederick Sweet
Pamela Tallman
Fred Toulch
Linda Tratt
Solange Tremblay
Anne Upricharo
Deborah Vanslet
Dana Vocisano
Caroline Voyer
Anthony Vrakotas
Jake Watson
Peter Webb
Carolyn Yu
 

and 44 anonymous donors

469 Jean-Talon West, suite 430
Montréal, Québec  H3N 1R4

info@acsqc.ca
Tel 514-483-1846
www.acsqc.ca


